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Why Stock Buybacks Are Bad for the Economy 

For years I have been raging about the abuse, misuse and manipulation of stock buybacks. 
Let’s review why in this week’s edition of the Weekly Relative Value. 

Stock buybacks have become rampant over the past decade, but did you know that until 
1982, common stock buybacks were viewed as market manipulation and were illegal? 
Everything changed when the SEC issued Rule 10b-18 which allowed American corporations 
to buy back their own shares under certain conditions. And once corporations figured out 
that no one cared about those conditions, and that no one was auditing anything, share 
buybacks exploded. Wall Street has endlessly applauded stock buybacks for years.  

Record Stock Buybacks 

 
Source: Visual Capitalist 

The reason companies spend billions on buybacks is to increase bottom line earnings per 
share, which provides the illusion of increasing profitability to support higher share prices. 
Since the financial crisis revenue growth has remained extremely weak and companies have 
become dependent on inflating earnings on a "per share" basis by reducing the 
denominator (shares outstanding).   

As shown above, since 2012 companies in the S&P 500 have spent $4.5 trillion (with a “T”) 
on buybacks since 2012. This cash is now sorely missing from balance sheets of these same 
companies which are now asking for taxpayer bailouts or a Fed rescue.      
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“The rules now reward management, not for generating revenue, but to drive up the price of 
the share price, thus making their options and stock grants more valuable.” – John Mauldin 
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Making matters worse these share buybacks were often funded with debt for the sole purpose of enriching 
shareholders. And since 2012, corporate debt has risen to record high levels. Corporate America's debt load is nearing 
$10 trillion, a record 47% of the overall economy.   

Non-Financial Corporate Debt to GDP 

 
Source: St Louis Fed 

In 2018, even the SEC got briefly nervous about the ravenous share buybacks and what they did to corporate financial 
health.  

Remember when corporations claimed they would use the Trump corporate tax cuts – a permanent cut from 35% to 
21% – for capital investment? That never happened. In 2018 alone, with corporate profits bolstered by the Tax Cuts and 
Jobs Act of 2017, companies in the S&P 500 Index did a combined $806 billion in buybacks, about $200 billion more than 
the previous record set in 2007. In 2018 alone, even with after-tax profits at record levels because of the tax cuts, 
buybacks reached an astounding 68% of net income. The reality is through the corporate tax cuts, the federal government 
essentially funded buybacks. 

When companies do these buybacks, they deprive themselves of the liquidity that might help them cope in an economic 
downturn. Further, instead of using cash to expand production, increase sales, acquire competitors, make capital 
expenditures, or buy into new products or services which could provide a long-term benefit, the cash is used for a one-
time boost to earnings on a per share basis. 

Taking on debt to finance buybacks is bad management, given that no revenue-generating investments are made that can 
allow the company to pay off the debt.   

Bottom Line: Stock buybacks make no contribution to the firm’s capabilities or productivity.   

“On too many occasions, companies doing buybacks have failed to make the long-term investments in innovation or 
their workforce that our economy so badly needs.” – SEC Commissioner Jackson 

“Debt-funded payouts can considerably weaken a firm’s credit quality.” – The International Monetary Fund 
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Why have U.S. companies done these massive buybacks? With the majority of their compensation coming from stock 
options and stock awards, senior corporate executives have used stock buybacks to financially engineer higher earnings to 
manipulate their companies’ stock prices. 

In fact, SEC research found that many corporate executives sell significant amounts of their own shares after their 
companies announce stock buybacks. Is anyone surprised that as stock buybacks have reached record levels, so has 
corporate insider selling? 

So here we are. Airline traffic has collapsed at an epic rate due to the COVID-19 virus. The government is in the process 
of bailing out many of these airlines via a multi-billion-dollar package. The big four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American 
and Southwest – whose stocks are now getting crushed because they may run out of cash in a few months, would be the 
primary recipients of that $50 billion bailout. Yet these same four companies have recklessly spent $43.7 billion in cash 
on share buybacks since 2012 for the sole purpose of enriching the very shareholders that will now be bailed out by the 
taxpayer. 

American Airlines Group rebuffed criticism that it had rewarded its shareholders with too many dividends and stock 
buybacks in better times, leaving it with less cash to manage the crisis. 

Fair enough, this is no ordinary rainy day. But the sad fact is the industry did not save a dime, not enough for even an 
ordinary rainy day. 

Neither did Boeing.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Instead of designing safe planes, these guys spent over $100 billion in buybacks to “financially engineer” earnings and 
higher stock prices. Now they need Uncle Sam to bail them out. Yet, as much as I want to castigate Boeing execs for 

“Unfortunately, this is no ordinary rainy day. These are extraordinary circumstances, and additional support is 
necessary to protect jobs and ensure that the flying public can continue to rely on our industry after the crisis ends.” – 

Nate Gatten, American Airlines’ Senior Vice President, Global Government Affairs. 

“Corporate executives give several reasons for stock buybacks but none of them has close to the explanatory power of 
this simple truth: Stock-based instruments make up the majority of their pay and in the short-term buybacks drive up 

stock prices.” – Financial Times 
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buying back their own shares to trigger their own bonuses, it’s not like they lied about it or covered it up, we just didn't 
care until now. 

Meanwhile, Boeing credit risk continues to soar (as questions rise about whether they should be bailed out or not). 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Of course, the airlines are only the poster boy for this long overdue moment of truth. And as the Fed kept lowering and 
lowering rates every time the stock market sneezed, companies took advantage of the artificially low rates to issue debt 
to buy back shares. This was the easiest route to create “executive wealth,” rather than deploying capital in more 
productive endeavors. The problem is universal because central banking has caused the entire financial system and main 
street economy to become riddled with excessive speculation and reckless disregard for financial discipline and 
prudence. 

Now the Fed Funds Rate is at 0% with the Fed totally unprepared for anything except one – issue more bailouts and 
cheap money. This why we are where we are today. We had reckless tax cuts, reckless rate cuts by the Fed, reckless 
buybacks by corporations and reckless bailouts by Congress. And here we go again. 

This is what happens when debt is encouraged and savings is discouraged – makes the whole system vulnerable, 
especially after we pile on abuse after abuse after abuse. 

Consider the following from Mark Cuban:  

  

 

“…when there is a bailout, when a government comes in and offers assistance to an organization or a public company 
… and historically this is what has taken place, where they reward the executives. They reprice their options, they give 

them more stock, they give them warrants”. 
 

"Whatever it is that a company does for their executives, they should be required to proportionally do the same thing 
for everyone else that works for the company. Period, end of story." 

 
"Effectively you're spending taxpayer money to buy back stock and for me, that's just the wrong way to do that… No 

buybacks. Not now, not a year from now, not 20 years from now. Not ever!” – Mark Cuban 
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 Jim Cramer totally agrees with Mr. Cuban and tweeted the following:   

And I've howled about this for years. For anyone who thinks it isn't an ongoing outrage: Ask yourself how you'd react, as 
a shareholder, if the C-suite rewarded itself with a handsome bonus merely for paying you a one-time dividend instead 
of buying back stock. Right, you'd turn out with pitchforks, but by linking their compensation plans to earnings per share, 
then reducing shares outstanding via buybacks, they're doing the same thing on a continuous basis!!! Borrowing money 
to do the buybacks compounds the crime.  

Debt-financed buybacks undermine financial strength and that undermines stable economic growth. It was rightly held 
to be a crime to use the balance sheet for personal gain prior to 1982; it should be again.   

CREDIT SHOCK  

Last May, to deaf ears, the Fed warned that:  

And here we are 10 months later.  

Corporate bonds have come under serious stress starting on February 24 and building in a crescendo over the past 10 or 
so trading days. During this sell-off, credit-risk concerns are suddenly shooting to the top and yield spreads have blown 
out.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 

The BBB category (one notch above junk) now accounts for about $3.3 trillion (or 50%) of “investment-grade” bonds. 
And because many of these bonds are going to be downgraded to junk companies will now find it difficult and much 
more expensive to issue new bonds to raise new money to service existing debts.   

 

“Growth in business debt has outpaced GDP for the past 10 years, with the most rapid growth in debt over recent 
years concentrated among the riskiest firms. Although debt-financing costs are low, the elevated level of debt could 

leave the business sector vulnerable to a downturn in economic activity or a tightening in financial conditions.” 

 “I am so tired of the rich profiting from every cataclysm. This is the time to reset the system in favor of the working 
person. Right Now!” — Jim Cramer, March 18, 2020 
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That’s a big deal for investment grade markets. It also compounds the pain for junk bond markets already reeling from 
multiple shocks. As shown below, junk bond spreads have gapped wider increasing by over 600 basis points in weeks.  

 
Source:  Bloomberg 

Some economists claim that the economy was very strong. In my mind that is an assertion made by those oblivious to 
the fact that this whole expansion was on life support from rampant debt expansion. Corporate balance sheets were 
“shaky” to say the least. And now credit availability, which was the oxygen for this cycle, is drying up only those with 
liquidity have a good chance of surviving (though the Feds are sure to ride to the rescue). I recommend a read of 
Extreme Volatility in Shares Isn’t Due to Just the Pandemic in the Wall Street Journal.   

 WEALTH EFFECT SHOCK 

Last week the S&P fell 15%; its worst weekly decline since October 2008. The index is now down 32% from its February 
high. The stock market lost 20 percent of its value in just 21 days – the fastest and sharpest bear market on record. 
Faster than 1929; faster than 1987; 10 times faster than 2007. However you slice it, the Crash of 2020 will go down in 
history as one of the swiftest and most violent ever. 

In the last month, global stock and bond markets have seen $25 trillion of 'paper' wealth erased, wiping out all the gains 
from the December 2018 crash lows.  A lot of those losses come from the U.S. markets where the median stock is now 
down 50% from its highs. (The Value Line index below is based on a geometric average thus the daily change is closest to 
the median stock price change). If and when you lose 50% of your money, you need to be up +100% to get back to 
break-even. This is serious. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Obviously, given the massive decline in equity valuations the wealth effect will now work in reverse. The problem is that 
when the household sectors sees trillions of net worth wiped off the balance sheet, attitudes towards work (“I can never 
retire!”) and savings will undergo a semi-permanent shift.   

 
Source: Bloomberg 

That’s what you get when a virus (it could have been something else) hits the totally over-ripe, Everything Bubble – the 
biggest bubble the world had ever seen; the one that the Fed had spent a decade inflating and denied ever being able to 
see. And if the Fed hadn’t spent a decade inflating such a mind-blowing Everything Bubble (that had already begun to 
wobble), the financial reactions wouldn’t be nearly as chaotic and severe. 

Final note: A lot of damage and repricing has been done and there will be some massive buying opportunities in this 
market carnage. The question is one of timing.      

UNLIMITED QE  

Federal Reserve Assets surged $356 billion the past week to a record $4.668 trillion. Fed Assets were up $907 billion 
over the past 28 weeks.  
 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
 

"That's literally what congress has told us to do. That's the authority they have given us, to print money and 
provide liquidity into the financial system. We create it electronically and we can also print it, with the Treasury 

Department, so you can get money out of your ATMs." – Neel Kashkari 
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But that was just the beginning.  

Today, the Fed unveiled an unprecedented expansion to its mandate, announcing open-ended quantitative easing (QE) 
which also gave it the mandate to buy corporates bonds to unclog the frozen corporate bond market as we’re just one 
step away from a full Fed nationalization of the market (only stock purchases remain now). 

Additionally, in addition to Treasuries, the Fed will buy Agency Commercial MBS, all in unlimited size, as it becomes clear 
a $10 trillion balance sheet will unfold more quickly than I have anticipated. 

In short, every single day, the Fed will purchase $75 billion in Treasuries and an additional $50 billion in BMS for a total 
of $125 billion every day, or an unprecedented $625 billion for the week, or more than the Fed's entire QE2 which 
was just over $500 billion in purchases over seven months.  

Here is the reality.  

We are in unchartered territory.  

MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO STRATEGY 

In addition to many individual cities, Delaware, Louisiana and Ohio are joining California, Connecticut, Illinois and New 
York in ordering all residents to stay at home. In sum, the stay at home orders currently affect nearly 1 in 4 Americans. 

 
Source: Cagle  

The economy is facing not one, but an unprecedented five shocks: 1. A global demand shock; 2. A global supply shock 3. 
A negative wealth shock; 4. An oil shock; 5. A credit shock. Given these simultaneous shocks, the U.S. economy is set for 
an unprecedented contraction as local governments across the country order shutdowns of restaurants and other 
businesses. 

While no one can assess the near-term or long-term damage, the Wall Street economic consensus is that GDP will 
collapse by 9% in Q2 2020. To put an 9% GDP plunge into a historical perspective, the Great Recession saw the economy 
contract 3.4%, albeit over a longer period. Yet, some economists think it will be worse.  
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis President James Bullard predicted an unprecedented 50% drop in GDP. 

Goldman Sachs Group now sees economic activity shrinking by 6% in the first quarter followed by a 24% (consensus is     
-9%) decline in the second quarter. They still expect a spring back in the third quarter, of 12%. For the year they expect 
the economy to decline -3.8%. 

Goldman Sachs GDP Forecast 

 
Source: Goldman Sachs  

And now, in this race to come up with the most apocalyptic GDP number imaginable, Morgan Stanley which expanded 
its former Q2 GDP -4% prediction nearly 8x to -30%, a number that would have seemed almost insane in isolation. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Goldman also sees unemployment claims rapidly rising. Last week it was reported that first-time unemployment benefits 
for the week ending 03/14/20 jumped by 70,000 to 281,000, to a four-year high and the fourth-biggest weekly increase 

“This is a planned, organized partial shutdown of the U.S. economy in the second quarter… The overall goal is to keep 
everyone, households and businesses, whole” (with support from the government). “It is a huge shock and we are 

trying to cope with it and keep it under control.” – James Bullard, St. Louis Federal Reserve President 
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on record going back to 1967. And it is likely to get worse before it gets better. And Bullard is projecting the U.S. 
unemployment rate may hit 30% in the second quarter.   

As a reminder U.S. domestic consumption – which had been the last bastion of strength supporting both the domestic 
and global cycle – represents just under a 1/5 of global GDP.  

For weeks or months, we won’t know how much GDP has slowed down and how many people have been forced out of 
work, or what the eventual recovery looks like. The difference between a fast or a prolonged recovery will come down 
to three factors: How quickly the virus is contained, whether businesses will have access to enough capital and whether 
fiscal stimulus can stabilize growth.  

Possibly, the 9/11 attacks provide the best historical comparison. The 9/11 shock generated fear, angst and anxiety 
among the general public. People avoided crowds then as they believed another terrorist attack was coming. Today, we 
will try to avoid getting sick.  

Like 9/11, the same sectors of the economy are under pressure ─ airlines, leisure, hospitality, restaurants and 
entertainment.   

I sense a much deeper recession that lasts longer, likely three quarters, and only a mild recovery because there will still 
be lingering caution (“will the virus come back?”). Much, of course, does depend on when the “case curve” starts to 
flatten out.  

Unquestionably, for the time being all of these scenarios are disinflationary.   

Take a look at the 10-year breakeven rate below.  

The 10-year breakeven rate measures the difference or gap between 10-year Treasury Note and Treasury Inflation 
Protected Securities (TIPS). The rate has declined by over 100 basis points to .55% in a month.  

The 10-year breakeven rate serves as an indication of the markets' inflation expectations over the 10-year horizon. 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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And that’s why 3-, 6- and 9-month T-Bill yields have fallen into negative territory. Amazingly, T-Bill yields have declined 
by over 150 basis points in a week!  

 
Source: Bloomberg 

A little further out the curve, two-year Treasury yields are at all-time lows and only 28 basis points away from 0%.   

 
Source: Bloomberg 

The 10-year Treasury benchmark is at an all-time low.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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In terms of portfolio strategy, we continue to advise credit unions to maintain a fully investment, diversified high 
quality ladder strategy.  

 

PREMIER PORTFOLIO 

Alloya Investment Services’ online trading platform, Premier Portfolio, has been making a positive impact at credit 
unions across the corporate’s membership since its launch in 2018. 

Visit www.alloyacorp.org/premierportfolio to learn more about Premier Portfolio and how it can benefit your credit 
union! 

MORE INFORMATION 

For more information about credit union investment strategy, portfolio allocation and security selection, please contact 
the author at tom.slefinger@alloyacorp.org or (800) 782-2431, ext. 2753. 

Tom Slefinger, Senior Vice President, Director of Institutional Fixed Income Sales, and Registered Representative of ISI 
has more than 30 years of fixed income portfolio management experience. He has developed and successfully managed 
various high profile domestic and global fixed income mutual funds. Tom has extensive expertise in trading and 
managing virtually all types of domestic and foreign fixed income securities, foreign exchange and derivatives in 
institutional environments.  

At Alloya Investment Services, Tom is responsible for developing and managing operations associated with institutional 
fixed income sales. In addition to providing strategic direction, Tom is heavily involved in analyzing portfolios, developing 
investment portfolio strategies and identifying appropriate sectors and securities with the goal of optimizing investment 

“Premier Portfolio is user-friendly and modern. It allows us to browse current offerings and make immediate 
purchases at any point throughout the day. The tracking mechanism in Premier Portfolio is very hand. Since the 
system knows what dollar amount is currently owned in a financial institution, there is no room for error. We 
love the ability to check term and rate on a single summary. Premier Portfolio takes the guessing out of the 
equation. It is a highly useful tool and would recommend to anyone using Balance Sheet Solutions (now Alloya 
Investment Services).”  
– Darin Higgins, President of Western Illinois Credit Union 

 “While it’s always great to connect with our Balance Sheet Solutions, (now Alloya Investment Services), Account 
Executive one-on-one, Premier Portfolio is an amazing and easy tool to use in purchasing investments. We have 
access to statements, online trading and the ability to look at all of the offering in one place. I highly recommend 
trying this out!”  
– Shawn Nikkel, Finance Director of Denver Fire Department FCU 

 “Premier Portfolio’s online services allows me to access statements and overall market analyses, review a list of 
available security offerings, as well as purchase SimpliCD’s and Alloya’s certificates. Premier Portfolio is 
convenient, easy, secure, and has become my go-to place for investing!”  
– Rhonda Schroeder, CEO of Blackhawk Area Credit Union 

 

http://www.alloyacorp.org/premierportfolio
mailto:tom.slefinger@alloyacorp.org
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portfolio performance at the credit union level.   

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Alloya Corporate Federal Credit Union, Alloya Investment 
Services (a division of Alloya Solutions, LLC), its affiliates, or its employees. The information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the 
author to be reliable. However, the author does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information's accuracy or completeness, nor 
does the author recommend that the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision and it has been provided to you solely for informational 
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, 
and may not be construed as such.  
 
Information is prepared by ISI Registered Representatives for general circulation and is distributed for general information only. This information does not consider the 
specific investment objectives, financial situations or needs of any specific individual or organization that may receive this report. Neither the information nor any 
opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities. All opinions, prices, and yields contained herein are subject to 
change without notice. Investors should understand that statements regarding prospects might not be realized. Please contact Alloya Investment Services* to discuss 
your specific situation and objectives.  
 
*Alloya Investment Services is division of Alloya Solutions, LLC. 
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